
 

                     CORDOVA GOLF CLUB  
                                            TOURNAMENT GUIDELINES  
HANDICAP TOURNAMENTS: Top 10 low net and ties win prize money/merchandise credit for all 
tournaments. Standings are based on net scores. Best 3 of 10 rounds, determine the handicap. 
 
ZONE QUALIFYING - Best Two Balls of Four (Four Man Team): Pay each round separately. The Club 
Champion & one low net total from each flight for both rounds will make up the team that represents the 
Club. Team will be determined in the prior year. In the event of a tie, sudden death play-off. Zone qualifiers 
use Club handicap and must have completed 10 rounds prior to the NCGA tournament..  
 
NCGA NET AMATEUR QUALIFYING: The 2 low net players will represent the Club at the NCGA 
sectional qualifying. In the event of a tie, sudden death play-off. Must have completed 10 rounds prior to 
the tournament to qualify.  
 
NCGA TWO MAN BEST BALL: Pay each round separately. - Maximum of 8 strokes between partners or 
10% reduction for each using full Club Handicaps. Aces allowed. Low best ball total for both rounds will 
represent the Club. Our team will be decided in the prior year. In the event of a tie, a sudden death play-
off. All entrants must have completed 10 rounds prior to the NCGA sectional tournament. NCGA entries 
play @ Max. 18.4 Index at sectional.  
 
SENIOR NCGA TWO MAN BEST BALL: Same as the above tournament, except both partners age must 
be 55 years or older by the Sept 1st, in the year of the Sectionals.  
 
PRESIDENT’S TROPHY: Pay each round separately. Low net totals for both rounds wins Trophy. In the 
event of a tie a sudden death play-off will incur. Must have completed 10 rounds prior to the tournament to 
qualify to win Trophy.  
 
HAM, TURKEY  TOURNAMENTS, :  Ham or Turkey  awarded for low net in group. Low tournament 
Gross, Net and 3 closest to pins win $5 each. Can win a ham and 1 pin and either low Gross or low Net.  
 
CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP: 3 round flighted tournament. Pay each round separately. The Club Champion 
& Runner up as well as the Champions in each flight receive trophy’s. The 1st and 2nd rounds will be 
stroke play. The final round will be Match Play for all 4 flights. The 2 low gross totals after 2 rounds will 
play 36 holes for the Club Championship. The 2 low net totals in each flight will play for the flight 
Championships. Must have completed 10 rounds prior to tournament to qualify to win Trophy.  
 
TOC / MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT: 2 tournaments in one. TOC Qualifiers must have completed a 
minimum of 10 tournaments the prior points year. TOC Qualifiers are 1st place low net winners, all trophy 
winners and VARDON PLAYER OF THE YEAR. Tournament monies are paid out separately. Both 
tournaments are points tournaments.  
 
DIRECTOR’S TROPHY: Pay each round separately. Low net total for both rounds is trophy winner. Must 
have completed 10 rounds prior to the tournament to win Trophy.  
 
TWO MAN BEST BALL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP: Pay each round separately. Maximum 8 strokes 
between partners, higher handicap reduce until max. is met. Players may choose their partner, otherwise 
Tournament Director will make up the teams. Aces allowed. The best ball total for both rounds are the 
Club Champions and receive trophies. Must have completed 10 rounds prior to the tournament to be 
qualified to win Trophy, members can have different partners for each round if not qualifying.  
ALL TOURNAMENTS: Stroke Play applies for all tournaments. Must hole out every shot. 


